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Gravitational wave

 Tiny perturbations in the curvature of 
spacetime that propagate as a wave.

→ not detected yet

Predicted by Einstein's general relativity 



How can we detect?

Leaser interferometer 

Advanced-LIGO 
(US)

Advanced-VIRGO 
(EU)

KAGRA 
(Japan)

Under construction 
expecting a launch in 2016-17



More experiments going on...

・Space missions

　 eLISA/NGO (2020?)

     DECIGO (2027?)
LISA image (http://lisa.nasa.org/)

・Pulsar timing

PTA image (NRAO)

WMAP%Three%Year%Polarized%CMB%Sky%(h7p://wmap.gsfc.nasa.gov/)�

・CMB B-mode

DECIGO image, S. Kawamura et al, 
J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 122, 012006 (2006)

http://lisa.nasa.org
http://lisa.nasa.org


Sensitivities

KAGRA



Sensitivities
λ ~ Scale of the Universe

KAGRA



Sensitivitiesλ < Scale of Galaxy
~(Observation time)-1

KAGRA



Sensitivities
λ ~ Scale of the detector

KAGRA



Inflation

Cosmological gravitational waves

Reheating

Phase transitions

Cosmic strings etc...

Primordial black holes
Cosmological magnetic fields

→ Generate 
gravitational waves

Now

CMB (Photon’s last 
scattering)
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Standard big bang theory

Standard picture of the Early Universe 
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effect of the expansion 
of the Universe

effect from matters

Oscillation

The Einstein equation gives...

a(t): scale factor of the Universe
H: expansion rate of the Universe



The Einstein equation gives...

Reheating
Phase transitions

effect of the expansion 
of the Universe

effect from matters

Oscillation a(t): scale factor of the Universe
H: expansion rate of the Universe



Gravitational waves from inflation

Inflation

Quantum 
fluctuations in 
the space time

become classical
= Gravitational waves



           KAGRA

Inflation ~1015GeV

Kuroyanagi et al,  
PRD 79, 103501 (2009)

Spectrum of gravitational waves



past

           KAGRA

frequency = (size of the Universe)-1

present

Kuroyanagi et al,  
PRD 79, 103501 (2009);
PRD 81, 083524 (2010)

Reheating ~107GeV
~1010GeV



past

Easther et. al. PRL 99, 221301 (2007)

           KAGRA

 ~1015GeV

frequency = (size of the Universe)-1

Preheating 
~109GeV

present



Caprini et. al. JCAP12, 024 (2009)

           KAGRA

Electroweak 
phase transition 

~100GeV

past
frequency = (size of the Universe)-1

present



Inflation

Reheating

Phase transitions

Now

Why gravitational waves?

(Almost) 
no information from current cosmological observations

CMB (Photon’s last 
scattering)

Before CMB: Photons 
cannot move freely 
because of the 
scattering with electrons

T~13.7eV



Inflation

Reheating

Phase transitions

Now

Why gravitational waves?

→ Only way to directly observe the early universe!

CMB
Gravitational waves 
propagate freely even 
in the very early 
universe because of 
their weak interaction 
with matters

(Photon’s last 
scattering)

up to 1016GeV?



How can experiments help to 
understand the early Universe? 

r

ns

amplitude of 
gravitational 
wave

Planck collaboration, “ Planck 2013 results. XXII. Constraints on inflation”, arXiv:1303.5082

Planck: constraints on inflationary GWs 
from the CMB temperature map

r <0.15



How can experiments help to 
understand the early Universe? 

r

ns

Planck collaboration, “ Planck 2013 results. XXII. Constraints on inflation”, arXiv:1303.5082

amplitude of 
gravitational 
wave

★

Planck: constraints on inflationary GWs 
from the CMB temperature map

r = 0.03



How can experiments help to 
understand the early Universe? 

Future Planck: temperature + B-mode

Planck+DECIGO

ns

r ★



How can experiments help to 
understand the early Universe? 

(Planck + DECIGO)

Planck+DECIGO

ns

r ★

CMB + direct detection



Constraints on 
fundamental parameters 

du
ra
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of
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mass of the scalar field

reheating tem
perature

Φ

V

Planck+DECIGO

DECIGO only



Summary

Gravitational waves may provide the answer to...

Did inflation really happen?
What is the physics behind inflation? 

What is the mechanism to heat the Universe 
after inflation? When did it happen?

Evidence for cosmological phase transitions?

Any exotic physics in the early Universe?
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★
quantum 

state Quantum fluctuations in the space time
are expanded over the horizon

During inflation

After inflation
The universe enters a deceleration 
phase and the mode comes back 
into the horizon

H-1:  Horizon size of the universe
(k/a)-1: Wavelength of a GW

becomes classical

NOW

scale factor

Generation mechanism



expansion term anisotropic stress term

・Outside the horizon（H>k/a）
・Inside the horizon（H<k/a）

Neglecting the anisotropic stress term 
and Fourier transforming the equation...

→ Hubble expansion rate (H) determines how the GW behaves. 

Propagation equation for GWs

The Einstein equation yields

 The Robertson-Walker metric 
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MD

RDInflation
ReheatingH-1～const

H-1∝a3/2

H-1∝a2

H-1∝a3/2

a/k

H-1

small k

In the standard inflation cosmology

Each mode experiences different evolution 
= different amplitude for different frequency

large k

outside the horizon

Hubble expansion history

log(a) →

lo
g(
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al

e)
 →

inside the horizon
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ϕ
duration of inflation: N
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amplitude of the GW

Hubble rate 
during inflation

height of the potential
→ amplitude of GWs

gradient of the potential
→ tilt of GW spectrum

Constraint on length of inflation



To get shorter inflation...
potential V

ϕ
shorter inflation

→different amplitude 
and tilt of the GWsEnd

potential height decreases

Constraint on length of inflation



To get shorter inflation...
potential V

ϕ
shorter inflation

→different amplitude 
and tilt of the GWsEnd

potential height decreases

Constraint on length of inflation

→ correspond to observables



potential V

ϕ

Note:  You need to know how the 
potential height differ against 
change of the duration of inflation.

→ need to assume inflation model

shorter inflation

End

Constraint on length of inflation



Reheating
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① Reheating and duration of inflation
Hubble	  expansion	  history
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Reheating
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Inflation

longer reheating = shorter inflation

① Reheating and duration of inflation


